Workshops Lineup
Joint Spouses’ Conference is excited to present our 2018 workshops lineup!
In the pages below, you’ll find a complete list of our workshop offerings for the
September 29th, 2018 conference at the Hawaii Convention Center.
For each workshop, you’ll find a category, workshop title and presenter, and a complete
description. Each registrant can sign up for up to (4) workshops. We encourage you to
enjoy this day for you and try out something from each category. Due to high demand,
we recommend choosing your top 6-8 workshops prior to registration day. Once
registration opens, you’ll select your workshops online at www.jschawaii.com and
secure your seat with a paid ticket. Each class has a limited number of seats available
during the available sessions, once a class is full it will no longer be listed as an
available class.
We look forward to seeing you in September, Semper Aloha!

Ocean Art: reclaimed and beautiful
presented by TNT by the Sea-Bring Sea Glass to Life
What to do with your collection of seashells and sea glass collected on your Hawaii
beach walks? Join TNT by the Sea and learn how to recycle sea glass and seashells with
epoxy and a picture frame. Bring your own collection or use the collection provided to
create and take home a 5x7 wave or whale piece of art!
Ocean Art is offered during workshop sessions 3 and 4.

A Honu for You: paint a wooden sea turtle
presented by Southern Aloha Designs
Want to paint one of the most loved creatures of Hawaii? Join us to create your one of a
kind Honu masterpiece. Each participant will be provided with a wooden sea turtle cut
out and provided step by step instructions for painting, but feel free to make it your
own. A hibiscus flower will be provided to add an additional touch of Hawaii to your
Honu. Additionally, you will have the option to make it a door or wall hanger by
drilling holes for it to hang with twine (twine will be provided), or you may leave it as
is and apply it to your wall with a command strip or whatever works best for you
(command strip not provided). We look forward to seeing you at the Joint Spouse
Conference!
A Hono for You is offered during workshop session 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Explore Photography
presented by Chelsie from Oahu Family Photography
Chelsie will discuss and demonstrate how to use your camera, obtain the best shot and
make the most of your environment. Attendees need to bring their DLSR camera.
Cellphone cameras are not discussed in this workshop.
Explore Photography is offered during workshop sessions 2 and 4.

Lifecasting: Capturing Moments with 3-D Casting
presented by Heather C. Tompkins, MS-ATR, LPC, LASAC, CBIS
A picture is thought to say a thousand words, yet have you ever wanted a moment to
be preserved and captured in 3-D? Lifecasting is the process of creating threedimensional sculptures of the body (e.g., faces, handprints, footprints, pregnant belly,
pet prints, etc.,) through the use of molding and casting techniques. The resulting
sculptures capture a lifelike quality replicating details as minute as fingerprints and hair
follicles. Using a water-based, skin safe material, participants will learn how to create
their own life molds and make sculptural casts through a step-by-step guided process.
The seminar will cover differences in mold/casting materials, troubleshooting, and how
to preserve and display their sculptures once complete. At the end of the seminar,
participants will have completed a casted piece to keep.
Attendees may bring an apron to protect clothing if desired.
Lifecasting is offered during workshop session 3.

Make your cellphone 'STAND' with pride
presented by Sanding Dust & Painting in collaboration with Mad Logic Workshop
Attendees will observe how different tools are utilized in a small setting such as a home
garage can make useful and clever things such as a cellphone stand. Due to the nature
of the machines to be use we will create a loop of a DIY video. Participants will paint
and personalize their cellphone stand by painting with a stencil and utilizing vinyl.
Make your cellphone ‘STAND’ is offered during sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Intro to Woodworking and Power Tools
presented by Charlee from blog Build and Create Home
After your class with Charlee and her team, watch out Home Depot! You will discuss
how to assemble and use different ‘assembling tools’ and saws. Understand what saw is
used for what job and touch on different woods and uses. Don’t worry each tool’s safety
concerns will be discussed to put our service member at ease.
Intro to Woodworking and Power Tools is offered during workshop sessions 3 and 4.

Grab A Brush and Unleash Your Inner Artist
presented by Mai Tai's and Monet
Grab a brush and prepare to unleash your inner artist! No experience necessary for this
hands-ons canvas painting workshop. You will be instructed step-by-step through the
painting process and will go home with your completed masterpiece.
*We are unable to serve Mai Tai’s at this workshop.
Grab A Brush and Unleash your Inner Artist is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Art you can EAT: cookie decorating
presented by La Dolce Vita By Christina
Tired of giving a gift that needs to be dusted? Then learn how to create a gift from the
heart that looks and tastes divine! Christina will teach you how to decorate sugar
cookies all the way from making the icing to using different decorating styles.
Art you can EAT is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

One Prep, Two Meals: tastier meals and less time in the kitchen
presented by Caviar and Crayons Chef Amy Pottinger
While discussing how to interchange sauces, proteins and bases to make multiple meals
with one prep day in the kitchen; you will make a dry rub and a salad to see just how
easy it will be for you to apply these new tips to your daily life. Amy will also talk story
about her experiences on the Food Network!
One Prep, Two Meal offered during workshop sessions 1 and 2.

Korean Cooking + Local Produce = Dinnertime Genius!
presented by April Yong Frayde
April will show you how to use fresh local produce to create quick and delicious
Korean recipes! She will show you different ways to use some of the local fruits and
vegetables you may not be familiar with so you can take advantage of the local farmers’
markets and grocery stores. Sample three popular Korean dishes as she shows you how
to prepare one marinade that is used for Kalbi and Japchae while using the same
prepared vegetables for Japchae and Bibimbap.
Korean Cooking + Local Produce is offered during workshop sessions 3 and 4.

Hawaii Coffee: From Tree to Cup
presented by Starbucks Coffee
Attendees will learn about the Four Fundamentals of Brewing a great cup of coffee at
home. We will share fun facts and stories about coffee in our beautiful state of Hawaii,
learn more about the wonderful farmers who grow our coffee and learn about the life of
a coffee bean. From tree to cup!
Hawaii Coffee: From Tree to Cup is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

SPAM 101
presented by Outrigger Reef on the Beach
Did you know that the State of Hawaii has the highest rate of SPAM consumption in
America? Or that Hawaii is home to an annual SPAM festival?
Join us as we cover all things SPAM including its history of popularity in Hawaii, what
the most popular SPAM dish is among local residents as well as watch a live food
demonstration.
Note: This is an offsite event, we will transport you from the Hawaii Convention Center to the
Outrigger Reef on the Beach.
SPAM 101 is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2, and 3.

Chop, Chop, Chop and Carve
presented by MCCS and K-Bay Catering
Brush up on your kitchen knife skills. Learn tips and technique on how to like cut up
food like a professional, reducing your prep time. Then follow along and learn how
your next hosted dinner can look like a Vegas buffet with beautiful carved fruits and
veggies! (Not guaranteed your kids will eat veggies after this class, but they are sure to
at least pick it up and examine it!)
Chop, Chop, Chop and Carve is offered during workshop sessions 3 and 4.

A'a Ka Hula- Dare to Dance (Hula)
presented by Kumu Sansborn
Hawaiians have a saying, "Dare to dance, leave bashfulness at home". In this workshop,
you are asked to leave your bashfulness at the door as you learn traditional hula. We
will share the basic feet, hand movements and history of this rich cultural art form of
Hawai'i. Participants will also learn a hula if time permits.
Attendees are requested to be in comfortable clothing and bring water. Hula is traditionally
danced barefoot.
A’a Ka Hula-Dare to Dance is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Mysteries of Hawaii: legends and myths of our island
presented by Lopaka Kapanui
Join us as we share legends, myths, and strange facts about our beautiful island state we
call Hawaii. Come and find out about the place where you live (literally) and discover if
there is any history or mystery associated with it? Come experience the Hawaii that
most don't see every day!
Mysteries of Hawaii is offered during workshop sessions 3 and 4.

Destination Hawaii 1941-Military Brides, Wives and Mothers
presented by Historian and Spouse Jessie Higa
The journeys begin in New York, San Francisco and Los Angeles harbors, embarking on
transport ships destined for the Territory of Hawaii. Hear the personal stories of their
journeys and daily lives before the war from local historian, Jessie Higa. Her captivating
stories of how their social events, sightseeing, housing, shopping and fashion made life
fascinating and memorable. Through authentic photographs, motion picture film and
artifacts, you will understand why the love and beauty these women enjoyed living on
Oahu as military spouses prevailed over the tragic event of 7 December 1941.
Destination Hawaii 1941 is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 3.

Haku Headband Lei
presented by Rachel’s Lei Stand
Rachel’s one hour workshop will teach you the art of making a traditional Hawaiian
Hakulei using various tropical flowers and ferns. Participants of this workshop will
walk away with a beautiful Hakulei, and an unforgettable learning experience from a
Hawaiian lei making expert.
Haku Headband Lei is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Introduction to Native Hawaiian Plants: identifying all the beautiful plants around us
presented by Outrigger Hotels & Resorts
What are the various types of Native Hawaiian Plants that can be found here locally
and what is the significance of them as related to the Hawaiian Culture?
Workshop participants will take a walking tour of the Outrigger Reef on the Beach
where a variety of Native Hawaiian Plants will be identified along with their place in
the Hawaiian Culture. A short overview will be provided including the opportunity to
purchase a few to take home with you at the end of the tour.
Attendees are requested wear shoes they can walk in, water and sun protection.
Note: This is an offsite event, we will transport you from the Hawaii Convention Center to the
Outrigger Reef on the Beach. A Hospitality Suite will be available to you use to store your extra
belongings during the day.
Introduction to Native Hawaiian Plants is offered during workshop session 2.

The Art of the Lei:
Learn haku (to make) lei and talk story of the symbolism of the variety of lei. Unable to
wear lei, it’s ok-learn the proper way to accept the gift of lei without offending anyone.
You will leave this class enriched with knowledge and lei you made.
The Art of the Lei is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Remembrance Barge Tour
presented by U.S. Pacific Fleet
This two-hour tour is fully narrated and includes a visit to the Boathouse museum and
viewing of a 23-minute movie on the attack on Pearl Harbor. The barge tour includes a
tour around Ford Island and a stop at the Arizona Memorial.
Note: This 120-minute workshop will cover two sessions and is an offsite event; we will
transport you from the Hawaii Convention Center to JBPHH. A Hospitality Suite will be
available to you use to store your extra belongings during the day as bags/purses of any type are
not permitted. Attendees are required to wear closed toe shoes and are asked to remember, you
are paying respects to our Fallen Heroes. Please wear proper Memorial attire as civilian dress
code is enforced.
Remembrance Barge Tour is offered during workshop session 1 and will extend through session 2.

The Basics You Need to Know When Living in Hawaii:
presented by Kumu ‘Alohilani
Hawaii vs Hawaiian discuss today's culture on the island and the different ways you
will see Aloha practiced. Understand why you don’t pick flowers until you have begun
your return home during a hike. This whirl wind workshop will provide insight the
local culture helping you embrace and enjoy your time stationed on the islands.
The Basics You Need to Know When Living in Hawaii is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 2.

Living Purple in Paradise
presented by funny and fun Military Spouses
Where outside of D.C. can you find six US military branches within a 45-minute drive
of each other? Ever find yourself talking to someone from a different branch and
wonder what acronym language they are speaking? Let’s taking advantage of our
proximity to our sister branches and learn more about each other, learn how to translate
their lingo and what other bases have for you! We promise this 60minute class will
leave you more prepared than hours of web searches on what there is to do at the other
bases.
Living Purple in Paradise is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 2.

The Less Talked About History: Honolulu's WWII Red Light District
presented by Honolulu Exposed
You will learn about Chinatown from 1934-1944 when it was a sanctioned red-light
district for the US Navy. This step back in time will be eye opening to how times have
changed for Chinatown and military culture, while giving perspective on how some
businesses like tattoo parlors, bars and ‘boogie houses’ flourished.
Attendees are requested wear shoes they can walk in, water and sun protection.
Note: This 60-minute walking tour is offsite event, we will transport you from the Hawaii
Convention Center to Chinatown. A Hospitality Suite will be available to you use to store your
extra belongings during the day.

The Less Talked About History is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 2.

Manager on the Move: developing, scaling, and moving a business with each PCS
presented by Megan Kitt, Founder of Tuli
Tired of countless post-PCS job hunts and earning less than your market value due to
constant moves? Contrary to what some say, it's possible for military spouses to build
businesses that not only survive, but also thrive. Megan Kitt shares how she built Tuli,
an internationally successful fashion company with more than 25 remote employees, as
a military spouse. Whether you've yet to begin your entrepreneurial journey or are deep
in the trenches, learn how to scale a profitable business and position your unique
lifestyle as an asset, not a handicap.
Attendees will leave with specific, actionable steps toward building a strong business,
including marketing strategies, legal considerations, and an overview of developing
and managing a remote workforce; a list of resources that help along the way; and a
special gift from Tuli.
Learn more about Megan and her company: www.tulistore.com, www.megankitt.com
Manager on the Move is offered during workshop session 3.

No Pants Required: how to create a virtual career that moves with you
presented by Liza Rodewald CEO of MadSkills
Are you tired of restarting your career every time you PCS? Join Liza Rodewald the
Founder and CEO of MadSkills as she walks you through how to take your current
skills and turn them into a virtual career. Liza has worked virtually for the last 14 years
and has launched a virtual company (MadSkills) that employs military spouses all over
the world. You will learn how to land a virtual job that you love that is also is flexible
enough to keep up with the demands of the military lifestyle.
No Pants Required is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 2.

PCS-proofing Your Resume and Education Plans
presented by Megan Robison of Chaminade University
Megan will help you look at what careers will thrive with your military lifestyle and
look at what education you have, what you need and what you need to do next. You
will also review and update your current resume to translate your military lifestyle into
an innovative and exciting resume that will catch eyes.
Attendees are encouraged to bring a copy of their resume.

PCS-proofing Your Resume and Education Plans is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 3.

Virtual Wealth Creation thru Network Marketing
presented by Overcome Nation
Financial education is the missing link for most Americans. According to the Federal
Reserve’s latest numbers, American households carry an average of $137,000 in debt.
Come meet the Overcome Nation community which is a FREE business school that was
created for entrepreneurs, by entrepreneurs that focuses on leveraging systems of
wealth creation inside of network marketing. This workshop is about how you can run
a thriving virtual business from home no matter what part of the world you reside. We
will be teaching the benefits of the network marketing industry, the philosophy of the
wealthy, as well as the nuts/bolts, and mechanics of building a global revenue stream
from anywhere in the world. You will receive professional instruction from multiple six
& seven figure global earners, as well as success stories of military families from our
team. Our loving community is more of a family that you will be able to take with you
virtually no matter where you PCS on the globe.
Virtual Wealth Creation thru Network Marketing is offered during workshop sessions 3 and 4.

Parenting and Social Media: addressing the concerns and making it work for you
presented by PARENTS, Inc.
Participants will be learning about how to parent during this technology age with social
media challenges; online predators and cyberbullying, including how to establish
parental controls and how to communicate with our children about this subject.
Workshop will include a video, interactive activities and handouts.
Parenting and Social Media is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2 and 4.

Literacy Activities to Help Your Young Reader
presented by Elena Gartland
Do you struggle with how exactly to help your child be successful in reading and
writing? In this workshop, you will walk away with some of the best practices to help
your child be successful. Geared to Pre-K to 1st Grade, we will learn the key components
to literacy, some great resources to use at home, making the most of story time, and the
second half of the workshop will be a make-n-take. You will create a literacy
game/activity to work with your child at home.
Literacy Activities to Help Your Young Reader is offered during workshop session 2.

Heat Up Dinner Time with Socrates: igniting family discussions for all ages
presented by Classical Conversations
Set your dinner table on fire! Ignite the discussion around the dinner table and engage
your children with your new Socratic Circle skills. Workshop attendees will practice a
rock-solid, classical approach to kindling any conversation. Make the sparks fly over the
Brussels sprouts and launch your family into a blaze of meaningful discussion!
Heat Up Dinner Time with Socrates is offered during workshop session 3.

High School in Hawaii: A Cultural Experience Like No Where Else and How to Get
Credit for Being Bi-Lingual-WITHOUT taking more classes!
presented by Waipahu High School Maestra Edna-Mayra Hickling
Attendees will share their opinions on what they know about public schools in Hawaii.
The workshop will cover two main topics, an overview on the multicultural and
language richness of Hawaii public schools has to offer to our military kids. The second
topic focuses in the opportunities and programs to support bi lingual students or how
to become one and the academic benefits that will extend into college with the Seal of
Bi-Literacy, a nationally recognized accreditation that will move with your child.
High School in Hawaii is offered during workshop session 2.

Mission Possible: adoption in the military-how to start, navigate and thrive with
adoptive children
presented by Kelly Dowdall-Garberson
Are you an adoptive family? Have you considered adoption? Is adoption on your heart
but you don't know where to begin? Are you hesitant to adopt because of moving with
the military? If yes, then this workshop is for you! Kelly Dowdall-Garberson is an
adoptive mom who has adopted 5 kids, both domestically and abroad. Come hear her
story and talk to other walking the adoption path for laughs, words of advice, great
conversation and resources. Come learn how adoption can be possible in the military
community!
Mission Possible is offered during workshop session 4.

Small Spaces- Tricks for Living in Hawaii
presented by Lisa Hess of Simply Designed LLC
Join us in making your cozy Hawaiian bungalow big with style utilizing simple design
tricks that create a functional space you’ll love!
Small Spaces is offered during workshop session 3.

Homebuying 101: the realtor and loan officer duo will have you ready to
make an offerpresented by Jason Scott & Brandy Saulnier
Are you interested in owning your own home someday? If so, we can teach you about
what steps to take, what to expect, loan products, do’s and don’ts, and much more. The
information shared during this workshop can be applied no matter where in the United
States you are planning to start the process. Our expert instructors are a dynamic duo in
the top of their peer groups. The loan originator instructing the course retired from the
Army and chose to educate veterans wanting to use their VA Home Loan Benefit. His
branch closed over $84 Million in VA home loans and helped 188 veterans own a home
last year. The realtor instructor is a military spouse whose husband retired from the
Army. She’s been a top 100 realtor in Hawaii for the past two years. These two are
familiar with military life and the challenges that come with PCSing. Come learn how to
be prepared and know what to expect when purchasing a home. You have questions,
these seasoned professionals have answers and want to make sure you’re prepared
when you decide home ownership is for you.
Homebuying 101 is offered during workshop sessions 3 and 4.

Fido's First Aid: what to do before you can go to the vet
presented by Dr. Kelly Dowdall-Gaberson DVM
We all know how much we love our pets and would do anything we can for them. But
in times of an emergency, do you know what to do? Come learn all about dog and cat
first aid, with a hands-on workshop taught by a local veterinarian. Topics will include
dog/cat CPR, basic first aid, Hawaii poisonous plants/animals, and animal travel
requirements. All participants will leave feeling empowered knowing how to effectively
handle an emergency of their four-legged family member.
Fido’s First Aid is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 2.

Mindfully Aware: Taming the "Monkey Mind"
presented by Heather C. Tompkins, MS-ATR, LPC, LASAC, CBIS
We all have those days where our mind gets caught up in the multitasking and the
could’ve, should’ve, would’ve, and what ifs. This in combination with the routine of
everyday life, creates the perfect canopy per se of losing sight or awareness of the
present here and now amidst the branches and leaves around us. The “monkey mind”
as it is often called revolves around the concerns, fears, stressors, and pressures of life
and can begin to consume our attention. As we give our attention to too many things at
once, we spend our lives rushing from one event/appointment to the next, focusing on
the next “to do” rather than engaging and finding joy in the current moment. To tame
the “monkey mind”, we are taking a moment, bringing awareness and giving ourselves
permission to let go of the noise. This seminar will focus on learning to tame the
“monkey mind” and bring calm, focus and awareness to the present moment. Through
a series of guided experientials utilizing mindfulness, breathing/movement exercises,
and creative expression, participants will learn techniques they can integrate into
everyday life to help calm and bring a renewed focus to the present moment.
Mindfully Aware is offered during workshop session 4.

The Path to Property Management
presented by Hillary Sibley
This workshop will give those interested in becoming a residential property manager an
overview of what it takes to manage their own property or other people's properties. In
addition, the workshop will cover the benefits of hiring a professional property
manager to take care of their real estate investment. Don’t let a PCS deter you from real
estate investing ever again!
The Path to Property Management is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 2.

Financial Clarity: creating the life you love with financial security
presented by First Command
Whether single or with a spouse, women must take responsibility for their financial
security. Thoughtful financial planning…and disciplined financial management…can
help you pursue the quality of life you desire and make your priorities a reality. This
powerful presentation, along with some practical exercises, will give you actionable
steps to start pursuing financial security today!
Financial Clarity is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 4.

Sharing and Soulful Connection: remove the digital connection and strengthen your
personal connections and relationships
presented by First Wakeups-Ryan Charaba
In a world where we are so vastly connected via technology we spend very little time
actually connecting. It seems that with this technology that a digital perception of who
we are has taken top priority.
Join me and your fellow spouses for a candid and real discussion of the challenges that
we all have yet may all be hiding.
Get out from behind Facebook Official, Instagram Filters, and Photoshopped Lives and
see what is possible when we drop the facade and share who we truly are.
A life where you share more and worry less about what others are thinking of you is
one of true freedom.”
Sharing and Soulful Connection is offered during workshop session 4.

Prevent the Violence: embracing self-worth and being aware of the warning signs
presented by Azariah May Foundation
Many martial arts schools teach very effective self-defense techniques for women, but
don't address the psychological impact of a physical confrontation, nor the warning
signs that could have helped them avoid the situation in the first place. During this
presentation, attendees will learn the mental and character disciplines required to
protect themselves if faced with a physical or sexual assault.
Prevent the Violence is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 2.

Making the Most of Communication Obstacles in Military Marriage
presented by Dr. Megan Cox of Military Spouse Behavioral Health Clinicians
This workshop is presented by Dr. Meagan Cox, Marriage and Family Therapist, on
behalf of Military Spouse Behavioral Health Clinicians. Dr. Cox will explore the topic of
communication in military marriages including how you can utilize your strengths as a
military spouse to improve communication with your partner. She will provide an
overview of military love languages and resources that are available for military
couples. This workshop will include a brief presentation and an interactive hands-on
activity.
Making the Most of Communication Obstacles is offered during workshop session 3.

How Do I Start the Conversation: An Open Dialogue on the Difficult Topics of
Emotional & Behavioral Health & Suicide So You Can Support Others
presented by Heather C. Tompkins, MS-ATR, LPC, LASAC, CBIS with Military Spouse
Behavioral Health Clinicians
Heather Tompkins is currently a 4th year doctoral student working towards her PhD in
Clinical Psychology with a specialization in Neuropsychology. Prior to her doctorate,
she received a Master of Science degree in Art Therapy and Counseling and Postgraduate Certification in Substance Abuse Counseling. She is currently a Licensed
Professional Counselor, Licensed Associate Substance Abuse Counselor, Certified Brain
Injury Specialist, and Registered Art Therapist. She has been working in the mental and
behavioral health field for 14 years, 8 of which doing counseling within state, nonprofit
and private organizations. Her education and training have allowed her to work with
individuals ranging the lifespan to treat, manage, and cope with serious mental illness,
substance abuse, dual diagnosis, brain injury, and PTSD/trauma within and outside of
the military population. As a military spouse and mental health provider, she has
developed a unique perspective to approaching and understanding mental and
behavioral health. During this interactive presentation, Heather will use her expertise
and experience to discuss the difficult topic of how you can approach and support
others you care for regarding topics such as mental health and suicide.
How Do I Start the Conversation is offered during workshop session 1.

Clear the Closet Chaos
presented by Styling Fireflies - Kat McNeal, CIC and Personal Stylist in collaboration with
Breathing Room's Becky Evans
Does looking in your closets prompt frustration? Do you need help deciding what stays
and what goes? Then this workshop is for you. As a Certified Image Consultant and
Personal Stylist, I will address the importance of color and style personality to help you
create a simplified, coordinating wardrobe that compliments your lifestyle. In
collaboration with Breathing Room’s own expert minimizer and organizer, Becky
Evans, we will demonstrate some of the techniques used with clients when conducting
a closet audit so that you can apply the steps at home to find peace with your closets. In
Addition, Color consultations, boutique apparel, and organization tips will be available
at our booth.
Clear the Closet Chaos is offered during workshop sessions 2, 3 and 4.

Style Made Easy: Your 'staple' wardrobe, add an accessory and you are out the door
feeling like it's all brand new!
presented by Rebecca Pash
This is a 45 to 60 min group styling session, where we will identify the working parts of
your wardrobe. Everyone will take a mini style assessment, then I will teach you how to
elevate your personal style through accessories. This seminar is for everyone; whether
you’re a on the go busy mom, office professional, recently retired/separated from the
military, getting ready to attend a military ball/formal event or in between. I will teach
you how to look and feel your best simply by learning how to accessorize and
maximize the pieces in your current wardrobe
Style Made Easy is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2 and 3.

Empowered Living with Essential Oils-Taking the Guesswork Out of What Your Body
Needs to Heal
presented by Laura Pasternak, RN, dōTERRA
Come explore the endless variety of natural possibilities for supporting what your body
needs. Find out what essential oils can do to balance and bring harmony to you and
your loved ones health and wellness lifestyle. You will be creating a personalized
essential oil rollerball bottle in the make and take part of the workshop. Each
participant will make 1 roller bottle with essential oils (supplies provided) and receive
educational materials.
Empowered Living with Essential Oils is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2 and 4.

A Passion For Naturals And A Commitment To Conservation
presented by Chantecaille, found at Nordstrom Ala Moana
There is just too much to share; Chantecaille will present a different theme at each
workshop!
Session 1: Luxe Lip Service: Prep Your Pout Like a Pro
Session 2: Holiday Glamour-Eyes: The Perfect Liner Application for Your Lid Shape
Session 3: No Feather in Any Weather: Cocktail and Camouflage Your Concerns Away
Session 4: Celebrity Skin-Credible: Mask, Mix and Massage Your Way to a Swift Lift

Simple, Gentle, and Effective: skincare for congested, sensitive, and/or dehydrated skin
presented by Mario Badescu Skincare, found at Nordstrom Ala Moana
Mario Badescu skincare is a botanically-based line dedicated to products that are
incredibly simple, gentle, and effective for the entire lifecycle of your skin. Formulated
from fresh fruit extracts, plants, and other natural ingredients, this line is packaged in
an easy, unisex, “no-nonsense” way, to make skincare effortless on any budget.
Although Mario Badescu is world famous for its award-winning Drying Lotion, the line
extends to include fantastic products that also address those with sensitive, congested,
combination, and dry skin complexions. Guests of this class will do hands-on
techniques in decongesting the skin and learn blackhead/whitehead prevention routines
that will improve your skin’s health and overall texture.
Simple, Gentle and Effective is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Unearth the Wisdom of Asian Botanicals: perfect your complexion
presented by Amorepacific Skincare, found at Nordstrom Ala Moana
AmorePacific is an industry leading brand dedicated to providing sophisticated luxury
skincare powered by Asian botanicals. For over 70 years, highly specialized green tea
plants, grown off the coast of Korea on the Pacific Isle of Jeju, have been hand-harvested
for 3 months on precise days and times to ensure only the most superior tea leaves for
processing. AmorePacific successfully holds over 140 patents in skin-related research
and technology making them a constant front-runner in innovation and ingredients
while staying true to traditional core Asian values. All products contain no water, but
alternatively formulated with “devine” bamboo sap, specially selected due to the
bamboo plant’s natural ability to flourish under extreme environmental conditions. This
class will teach you to become your own "Beauty Creator" and indulge in soothing
Asian skincare cleansing and treatment techniques. This course focuses on providing
guests with a nourished, brighter complexion and will not include color makeup
application.
Unearth the Wisdom of Asian Botanicals is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Embracing the Hawaiian Humidity With Safe and Clean Longwear Makeup
presented by Hourglass Cosmetics found at Nordstrom Ala Moana
Hourglass sets the trends by creating new classics! Indulge in a hands-on journey of
luxurious makeup for a complete natural day or evening look with waterproof formulas
that resist humid Hawaii weather. Hourglass is a luxury brand focused on being
predominantly vegan, free of parabens and sulfates, and completely cruelty free. All
complexion and color products are easy to apply, transformational, and paired with
modern, user-friendly tools that make makeup application incredibly quick and easy.
This class contains light skincare so that more focus can be made on color application.
Embracing the Hawaiian Humidity is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Discover Asian Beauty Secrets and Unlock Your Natural Radiance
presented by Clé de Peau Beauté’s Award Winning Essentials, found at Nordstrom Ala Moana
Unlock the radiance from within and take your skin to unimaginable levels of
perfection. Clé de Peau Beauté is the ultimate expression of sophisticated elegance and
science in an assortment of premier luxury skincare and makeup from Shiseido
Cosmetics. Products are infused with uniquely innovative formulas that expertly
conceal wrinkles and reduce dark circles while simultaneously provide treatment to the
skin below. Guests of this class will be introduced to world famous Clé de Peau Beauté
products ranging from skincare, concealer, and some color makeup. This class is
wonderfully informational and will cover only light skincare and subtle “touch-up”
makeup for its guests.
Discover Asian Beauty Secrets is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Beauty on a Mission: quick, natural beauty
presented by Katie Hall of EVER
We are modern women with busy schedules and no time for complicated beauty
routines! Join us as we walk you through the order of beauty and show you that taking
care of your skin doesn't need to take tons of your time. We'll take the guesswork out of
getting glam as you learn quick tips that you can easily incorporate into your beauty
routine! Learn to enhance your natural beauty in just a few minutes using luxury
skincare and makeup from EVER. All products contain good-for-you ingredients and
deliver powerful results! All attendees will have the opportunity to do a complete facial
and makeup application during the workshop and be privy to special shopping perks in
the marketplace.

Beauty on a Mission is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 3.

HOT HULA fitness® inspired by dances of the Pacific!
presented by Dani Kamakani
HOT HULA fitness® is a fun, exciting dance workout---island style! It provides a total
body workout with specific emphasis on the abs, glutes, quads and arms. Inspired by
the dances of the Pacific Islands, HOT HULA fitness® incorporates easy to perform
dance movements set to the sounds of traditional Polynesian drum beats fused with
funky Reggae/hip hop music, resulting in a modern, hip fitness workout. All ages and
fitness levels will enjoy HOT HULA fitness®!
Attendees are requested to bring clothes they can move comfortably in, water and a sarong if you
have one. Shoes are not required, but may be worn if needed. A Hospitality Suite will be
available to you use to store your extra belongings during the day if you would like to change.
HOT HULA fitness is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 2.

Women Empowered: self-defense to be prepared
presented by Central Oahu JiuJitsu Academy
Women Empowered is a self-defense program for women. In this seminar we will teach
you how to neutralize the most common attacks in a assault situations. Unlike most
self-defense systems that rely heavily on strength, speed, and coordination, the
techniques in the Women Empowered program employ leverage, technique, and
timing, so anyone, regardless of age or athletic ability, can make them work against
larger opponents
If you have no previous martial arts experience and you want to learn how to defend
yourself in a fun, safe, and cooperative learning environment, Women Empowered is
for you!
Attendees are requested to bring clothes they can move comfortably in. A Hospitality Suite will
be available to you use to store your extra belongings during the day if you would like to change.
Women Empowered is offered during workshop sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Flowin' with my Yogis- Vinyasa Practice
led by Southern Earth Yoga with Allison
Aloha, come join me on the mat for an introduction to vinyasa yoga, learn to move and
flow from one posture to the next in union with breath. Invigorate the body through
breath and self-awareness with a brief introduction to vinyasa followed by a mediation
session and vinyasa class. The workshop is 60 minutes long.
Attendees are requested to bring clothes they can move comfortably in, a yoga mat and towel. A
Hospitality Suite will be available to you use to store your extra belongings during the day if you
would like to change.
Flown’ with my Yogis is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 3..

Barre Fusion: Bringing It All Together and Looking Good for Our Year Round Shorts
Season
presented by Amber Dimmer
A high-energy, fun and challenging workout that will get your heart rate up, strengthen
and tone your entire body, and improve your balance. Utilizing a "ballet barre", this
class incorporates isometric movements, Pilates, yoga, cardio and resistance training.
All levels welcome – as long as you’re ready to shake it!
Attendees are requested to bring clothes they can move comfortably in, a yoga mat and small
towel. A Hospitality Suite will be available to you use to store your extra belongings during the
day if you would like to change.
Barre Fusion is offered during workshop sessions 1 and 2.

Semper Fit HITT for Spouses AKA Daily Grind
presented by MCCS-Semper Fit MCBH
This workshop is described as a high intensity circuit training class based the principles
of the Marine Corps' High Intensity Tactical Training Program meant to get a Marine
combat fit and combat ready. Exercises in the workshop will primarily be body weight
based to show how these workouts can be accomplished with little to no equipment and
can still yield great results.
Semper Fit HITT is offered during workshop sessions 3 and 4.

Brain, Body, Being: Yoga for You: a Hatha practice
led by Lindsey Sutton
Join us and learn a whole body and whole person approach to practicing yoga that
emphasizes mind-body health through therapeutic and preventative teaching
techniques. In the classic sense of Hatha Yoga, this workshop includes discussion and
yoga practices including breathing practices, holding and flowing through poses,
meditation techniques and other mindfulness based practices. Class will also
incorporate Ayurveda-based sequencing and suggestions for yoga practices. All levels
of practice and interest are welcome. If experiencing specific health circumstances,
conditions or injuries, please let the presenter know ahead of time so as to discuss
options for practices.
Attendees are requested to bring clothes they can move comfortably in, a yoga mat and water. A
Hospitality Suite will be available to you use to store your extra belongings during the day if you
would like to change.
Brain, Body and Being is offered during workshop sessions 2 and 4.

Adding Wind to Your Sail-learn how to sail a boat
presented by the Wet Hens and MWR JBPHH
Port, Starboard, Keel, Helm, Jibe, Tack...learn what that means and HOW to do it! The
ladies of the Wet Hens sailing club will show how to sail and you will all go out for a
sail in this 120 minute workshop.
Attendees are requested to bring clothes they can get wet in, water, sun protection, and a towel.
Note: This workshop is 120 minutes long and will cover two sessions and is an offsite event, we
will transport you from the Hawaii Convention Center to JBPHH. A Hospitality Suite will be
available to you use to store your extra belongings during the day.
Adding Wind to Your Sail is offered during workshop session 1 and will extend through session 2 and
during workshop session 3 and will extend through session 4.

Learn how to be a Na Ho'okele (a steerer): learn how to Outrigger
presented by MWR-JBPHH
Aboard the Maile and Tutu, the MWR team will take you out on the water for
Outrigger lessons! You will learn how to launch, board, paddle, and return to the beach
as a team on a double hull outrigger! While learning about Hawaii's favorite water
activity you will also learn how to read the water and discuss water safety. Two
warnings: you will get wet and you will have fun!
Attendees are requested to bring clothes they can get wet in, water, sun protection, and a towel.
Note: This workshop is 120 minutes long and will cover two sessions and is an offsite event, we
will transport you from the Hawaii Convention Center to JBPHH. A Hospitality Suite will be
available to you use to store your extra belongings during the day.
Learn how to be a Na Ho’okele is offered during workshop session 1 and will extend through session 2
and during workshop session 3 and will extend through session 4.

That’s your 2018 Workshop Lineup! Visit www.jschawaii.com to register for this
year’s conference and select your workshops!
Questions? registration@jschawaii.com
SEMPER ALOHA!

